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ABOUT EUROCONSTRUCT

- Euroconstruct is a European research 
network specialised in construction market 
analyses and forecasting.

- The network comprises research and
consulting companies from 19 European 
countries, all specialised in construction.

- Provides information, analyses and forecasts 
on European construction markets on a 
regular basis (June & November).

- Research focuses on residential, non-
residential and civil engineering.

- WIFO - Austrian Institute of Economic Research, www.wifo.ac.at

- Aquiec-Vkebi, www.aquiec.be

- STEM/MARK, www.stemmark.cz

- CIFS - The Copenhagen Institute for Futures Studies, www.cifs.dk

- Forecon Ltd, www.forecon.fi

- Le BIPE - BDO Advisory, www.bipe.fr

- IFO Institute, www.ifo.de

- Buildecon Ltd, www.buildecon.com

- EY ECONOMIC ADVISORY, www.ey.com/ie/ey-dkm

- Cresme, www.cresme.it

- EIB - Economic Institute for Construction and Housing, www.eib.nl

- Prognosesenteret AS, www.prognosesenteret.no

- PAB - Polish Construction Research & Forecasting, www.euroconstruct.pl

- Tecinvest, www.tecninvest.com

- ÚEOS - Komercia, a.s, www.ueos.sk

- ITeC - The Catalonia Institute of Construction Technology, www.itec.cat

- Prognoscentret AB, www.prognoscentret.se

- KOF Swiss Economic Institute at ETH, www.kof.ethz.ch

- Construction Futures, Experian plc, www.experian.co.uk



ABOUT THE CONFERENCE

- The biannual conferences of Euroconstruct bring leading 
economists and analysts together. The first half of the day 
is used for presenting the European macroeconomic 
outlook and a construction market outlook to 2025. 

- In the second half of the day there will be a panel 
discussion, with analysts and construction experts from all 
over Europe.

- Special theme: European construction market forecasts in 
the context of rising prices and increasing interest rates

- The conference will be held at Sofitel Legend The Grand 
Amsterdam

- Great opportunity to network with unique pre-conference 
network activities



PROGRAM

- Bartolotti House guided tour

- One of Amsterdam’s best-preserved canal houses.

- House Bartolotti was built around 1620 by order of the 
wealthy banker-merchant Willem Bartolotti. It was one 
of the largest merchant’s houses in the city. The 
merchant's house was most likely built to a design by 
the Amsterdam city stonemason Hendrick de Keyser.

- Networking dinner event at Bartolotti House

- European macroeconomic outlook by Taco van Hoek –
Director of EIB

- Construction market outlook to 2025 by Michael 
Weingärtler - Specialist for Construction Markets at 
WIFO

- European residential construction by Josep Fontana -
Head of Market Intelligence at ITeC

- Non-residential construction by Ludwig Dorffmeister -
Specialist for Construction and Real Estate Markets at 
ifo Institute

- Civil engineering by Bjørn-Erik Øye- Partner at 
Prognosesenteret

- Panel discussion: the European construction market in 
the context of rising prices and increasing interest 
rates (including Hans de Koning – Max Bögl and 
Riccardo Viaggi – CeCe)

- Farewell drinks at Sofitel Legend The Grand 
Amsterdam

Thursday 8th June 2023 Friday 9th June 2023



VENUES

- Hear stories about the architecture, history and inhabitants of 
House Bartolotti. But above all, experience the beautiful canal
house yourself. Sit on the chairs, look in the cupboards and
take a walk through the beautiful deep garden.

- The history of The Grand's building begins in 1411 as two 
monasteries.

- In 1992, the building was converted into hotel Sofitel Legend 
The Grand Amsterdam. No expense was spared to renovate 
and restore the property. During the restoration, the 
Princenhof retained the atmosphere of the past, with walls 
decorated with reproductions of French and Dutch coats of 
arms and portraits of the Dutch nobility.

Networking events

House Bartolotti
Herengracht 170 - 1016 BP Amsterdam

Conference day

Sofitel Legend The Grand
Oudezijds Voorburgwal 197 - 1012 EX Amsterdam


